The authors present an approach to the coordination of eye movements and locomotion in naturalistic steering tasks. It is based on recent empirical research, in particular, on driver eye movements, that poses challenges for existing accounts of how we visually steer a course. They first analyze how the ideas of feedback and feedforward processes and internal models are treated in control theoretical steering models within vision science and engineering, which share an underlying architecture but have historically developed in very separate ways. The authors then show how these traditions can be naturally (re)integrated with each other and with contemporary neuroscience, to better understand the skill and gaze strategies involved. They then propose a conceptual model that (a) gives a unified account to the coordination of gaze and steering control, (b) incorporates higher-level path planning, and (c) draws on the literature on paired forward and inverse models in predictive control. Although each of these (a-c) has been considered before (also in the context of driving), integrating them into a single framework and the authors' multiple waypoint identification hypothesis within that framework are novel. The proposed hypothesis is relevant to all forms of visually guided locomotion.
In the control of high-speed locomotion, humans display a remarkable capacity to encode complex visual information and transform it into well-coordinated motor commands. We rely on this ability in everyday life when cycling to work in the morning, running along a forest path or steering a car through a series of bends. Most forms of sport are based on it. How appropriate complex actions are executed with such speed, precision, and apparent ease is one of the outstanding unresolved questions in understanding how our brains' visual, motor, and spatial navigation systems work together and can support such a wide range of skilled behaviors.
An excellent example of these behaviors-ubiquitous in modern society 1 -is driving. Driving is a complex real-word task subserved by many fundamental perceptual-motor and attentional functions. For example, it has been argued that driving well exemplifies (among others) selective visual attention (Wolfe & Horowitz, 2004) , computation of salience and task relevance (Tanner & Itti, 2017) , target interception and obstacle avoidance (Regan & Gray, 2000) , and the coordination of eye movements in naturalistic settings (Kowler, 2011) .
However, much of our current understanding of visuomotor performance is extrapolated from experiments that aim to characterize very specific aspects of behavior, by experimentally isolating stimulus features and subtask elements. Consequently, there is often a fairly large gap between the proposed individual mechanisms and being able to actually (quantitatively) model their contributions in concrete domains which the understanding gleaned from experiment is intended to generalize to (e.g., driving). Furthermore, when multiple mechanisms are recruited by a complex task, they could interact in ways which cannot be predicted from models of the mechanisms themselves. Therefore, although many proposed mechanisms are intended to be task-general one is hard pressed to find models that can account-in quantitative detailfor complete task performance in representative natural tasks, where the core processes are orchestrated for skilled performance.
What is needed is that core cognitive processes be integrated into unified models that can (a) be expressed in rigorous quantitative terms, for example, computer simulation and (b) account for full task performance, rather than a specific aspect of the task, in an ecologically realistic task setting (Newell, 1973) . We firmly believe that human perception, action, and cognition can only be understood through such integrated models of full performance in tasks of complexity and demand representative of the tasks people actually engage in their real everyday and professional life.
In modeling driving, fortunately, solid progress has been made on quantitative theories that attempt to explain precisely how visual information can be used to support high-speed locomotion. Driving, therefore, represents a useful test-bed of a complex realworld task subserved by multiple perceptual, cognitive, and motor control mechanisms: a domain of skill that can be analyzed in detail, yet understood in a principled way to generalize to other domains of visuomotor skill, eye-hand coordination, and visual control of locomotion.
Perhaps the most generalizable subtask of driving is using vision to steer a path in 3D space (lateral control). The capacity to steer a path on the basis of visual preview information and correct for positional errors is a basic tenet of any locomotor task, from crawling and walking to piloting aircraft and land vehicles. Over the years, there have been many explicit and computationally implemented steering models of the visual and motor control strategies humans may employ when they operate a motor vehicle, making it one of the best understood complex real-world visual tasks (for reviews, see Land, 1998; Lappi, 2014; Macadam, 2003; McRuer, 1980; Wann & Land, 2000) .
Interestingly, these models broadly emerge from two traditions that tend not to reference one another: on one hand there is vision science and experimental psychology, and on the other hand there is vehicle dynamics and control engineering. (The same control theoretical core ideas are also present in modern computational movement neuroscience, but we will defer discussion of this connection till later, once we have first introduced the general ideas in a concrete domain).
In the vision science literature, driving is analyzed as control based on perceptually available optical information (Boer, 1996 (Boer, , 2016 Gibson, 1958; Kim & Turvey, 1999; Land, 1998; Land & Lee, 1994; Salvucci & Gray, 2004; Sentouh, Chevrel, Mars, & Claveau, 2009; Wann & Swapp, 2000; Wilkie et al., 2003) . This research is grounded on rigorous experimental work and builds on what is known about the functional limitations of the human perceptual system. A weakness of the vision science models is that many are underspecified or at any rate not computationally implemented (e.g., Wann & Swapp, 2000) . Those that are computationally explicit (e.g., Boer, 2016; Salvucci & Gray, 2004) , on the other hand, tend to be developed to explain human performance on simplified laboratory tasks (which may lack the stimulus complexity of the real world), rather than driver performance in real world tasks. They therefore are quite limited in the scope of steering behavior they can account for (i.e., they may perform well on slow-speed lateral control tasks such as lane keeping or lane changing but fall short of being able to capture higher levels of skill [MacAdam, 2001] or nonroutine behaviors such as nearcollision maneuvers [Markkula, 2014] ).
Conversely, the vehicle dynamics and control literature provides computational models-based on control-theoretic and vehicle dynamics concepts and used to reproduce driver behavior accurately for driver-in-the-loop simulations-which do describe many aspects of driver behavior well, including complex paths and on-limit-handling (Cole, Pick, & Odhams, 2006; Keen & Cole, 2006 , 2011 MacAdam, 2001; Odhams & Cole, 2009; Prokop, 2001; Sharp, 2005; Sharp, Casanova, & Symonds, 2000; Sharp & Valtetsiotis, 2001; Timings & Cole, 2012) . A weakness of these models is that they, in turn, incorporate little about the function and limitations of human physiology, and hardly anything about what is known of the perceptual and cognitive system of the human driver. This is an acknowledged shortcoming (Nash, Cole, & Bigler, 2016) .
The engineering models and psychological models share the same basic architecture, as they originate from the same body of work done in the 1970s (generally the last papers to be referenced in both literatures are Donges, 1978; McRuer, Allen, Weir, & Klein, 1977) . But for the last 40 years these two bodies of literature have developed somewhat independently of one another.
To very briefly outline the history, we note that the engineering work developed from feedback models of manual control in aircraft pilots in the 1950s and 1960s (McRuer, Graham, Krendel, & Reisener, 1965; McRuer & Krendel, 1957 , 1959 Kleinman, Baron, & Levison, 1971 ) and driver models developed through the 1970s (Allen & McRuer, 1979; McRuer, Weir, Jex, Magdaleno, & Allen, 1975; Wierwille, Gagne, & Knight, 1967) . These are reviewed in McRuer and Jex (1967) and McRuer (1980) , respectively. More recently, the engineering models have incorporated computational ideas borrowed from the analysis of complex control problems in robotics and artificial intelligence (on estimation and prediction, motor planning, and optimization in trading off accuracy against effort, reviewed in Macadam, 2003; Sharp & Peng, 2011 , present a technical overview of techniques and applications). Such models therefore are much more computationally sophisticated, and complex, than the steering models of vision science. The vision science models tend to favor stimulus-response models or control laws where steering is based directly on perceptual variables in the stimulus, in large part due to the ecological traditions of Gibson (1958) and Lee (1976) . That is, behavior is accounted for as responses to available optical information, avoiding assuming complex internal representations or computations in the brain (Lee, Bootsma, Land, Regan, & Gray, 2009; Warren, 2007; Zhao & Warren, 2015) . This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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We believe that there is great potential for the theoretical integration of the approaches. On the one hand, incorporating what is known about human physiology, behavior, and cognition into the engineering would allow these practical models more accurate representations of the actual mechanisms underlying steering skill. But on the other hand, the strict requirement to account for full task performance in extended sequences of behavior, and the advances in computational techniques already rigorously applied to this real-world domain in the engineering literature would be equally advantageous for developing more unified models in the psychological literature, offering a real-world test bed for testing and developing such models beyond individual mechanisms accounting for specially constructed laboratory tasks. Indeed, we believe that the best hope for understanding the visual control of steering lies in combining such complementary viewpoints with one another-and we envision that the extensive literature on computational movement neuroscience provides a natural framework for such conceptual integration.
In what follows we briefly outline the origin and state of the art of steering models in vision science. We then show the most promising points of integration, in terms of both underlying concepts and accounting for recent experimental work. We end with presenting an integrative framework that (a) takes a unified approach to treating coordination of gaze and steering as the primary control task, (b) incorporates an account of higher-level path planning, and (c) draws on the literature on forward and inverse internal models in predictive control from theoretical neuroscience.
Although each of these (a-c) has been considered in before (also in the context of driving), integrating them into a single framework and our multiple waypoint identification hypothesis within that framework are novel. Although we discuss the problem in the concrete and well-understood case of driving, nothing about the general ideas depends on special aspects of the domain, therefore our arguments have direct relevance to other, less well understood, forms of visually guided locomotion. Our approach is not an applied one: we do not ask how knowledge gleaned from "basic" laboratory tasks is to be "applied" in a specific domain. Our interest is, instead, in what a detailed understanding of this behavior can contribute to the fundamental understanding of skilled visual control of locomotion.
Compensatory and Anticipatory Control: A Brief History of 40 Years
The papers by McRuer et al. (1977) and Donges (1978) represent a fairly discrete point where the two traditions leading to current steering models in engineering and vision science diverged.
2 Drawing from pilot and driver models of the 1960s and 1970s, these seminal papers described steering control as consisting of nested hierarchies of navigation, guidance and control ( Figure 1A) , with control itself being further partitioned into sublevels; there were three in the case of McRuer et al. ( Figure  1B) , two in the case of Donges. Interestingly, whereas Donges (1978) is the most heavily referenced 1970's steering model paper in the vision science literature (via Land, 1998; Salvucci & Gray, 2004) , this paper is actually much less prominent in the engineering literature that cites McRuer et al. (1977) and its later developments.
The bottom level of control, compensatory control, is envisioned as closed-loop feedback control maintaining lane position by cancelling observed lane position error relative to some reference value (desired lane position provided from outside the feedback loop). However, it has been well known for decades that inertia, momentum, perceptual-motor delays, and driver-vehicle system delays mean that during high-speed steering error develops too quickly for compensatory control to be sufficient. A higher level of anticipatory control (called pursuit in McRuer et al., 1977) , is therefore needed. This level of control anticipates upcoming changes in required heading, to keep error within acceptable limits. This higher-level control is not based on lane position error only but depends on "preview information" from the road scene further ahead. The preview information is assumed to be available through vision and-in some way or another-to specify the desired future path. The process of extracting this relevant information from the road scene was called guidance, which is situated between control and navigation in the overall wayfinding task hierarchy ( Figure 1A ).
In both papers (Donges, 1978; McRuer et al., 1977) , anticipatory control is often called "open-loop," or "feedforward" control, as it receives as input guidance information-that is, road or desired future path curvature at different distances-as opposed to only the difference between actual and desired lane position, which is the case for compensatory control. McRuer et al. (1977) also posited a third level of "precognitive" anticipatory control based on "learned patterned open-loop responses" (p. 394). Precognitive control was conceptualized in terms of the motor program idea, according to which very fast and accurate overlearned motor skills are based on a ballistic read-out from long term memory, because (due to inherent physiological delays in feedback) they are too rapid for feedback control (Keele, 1968; Schmidt, 1975 ; see also Schmidt, 2003; Shea & Wulf, 2005; Summers & Anson, 2009) . During preparation of a motor program, the order, timing, and magnitude of the movements in a sequence would be determined before initiation of the first action in the sequence, and once retrieved from memory and initiated the program should run its course without feedback.
Precognitive control was not included in Donges' (1978) twolevel model and is consequently rarely discussed in vision science models (e.g., Land, 1998; Salvucci & Gray, 2004) or traffic psychology literature (though see Godthelp, 1985; Wallis, Chatziastros, Tresilian, & Tomasevic, 2007) , which historically follow more on Donges' (re)formulation than the McRuer et al. directly.
The 1970s engineering models were introduced to the vision science literature in the 1990s by Michael Land and colleagues (Land, 1998; Land & Horwood, 1995; Land & Lee, 1994 ; see also Salvucci & Gray, 2004; Figure 2) . Both McRuer and Donges were vague on precisely what preview information underpinned anticipatory control or how it was supposed to be extracted from the 2 There was discussion of the three-level McRuer et al. (1977) steering control framework in traffic psychology still in the 1980s, with regard to intermittency in lane keeping, lane change and curve driving tasks Godthelp, 1985 Godthelp, , 1986 ; see the Internal Models and Predictive Control in Driving Section), but more recently traffic psychology seems to develop ideas in the "two-level framework" (e.g., Schepers et al., 2013; Vansteenkiste, Cardon, D'Hondt, Philippaerts, & Lenoir, 2013) . This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
scene. In vision science, however, there was already a long history of searching for optical information-such as optic flow (Gibson, 1958; Koenderink, 1986; Lee & Kalmus, 1980) , retinal flow (Kim & Turvey, 1999; Regan & Beverley, 1982) , tau (Lee, 1976) , or affordances (Fajen, 2013 )-that could serve as steering cues, 3 and for control laws linking specific cues to steering response (Fajen, 2001; Fajen & Warren, 2003; Wann & Swapp, 2000; Warren, 2006 ; for reviews, see Regan & Gray, 2000; Wann & Land, 2000) .
The advantage of the vision science approach is that theoretical and model development has been informed by a large body of relevant experimental work on laboratory analog steering tasks that can manipulate the availability and quality of visual feedback (e.g., Cloete & Wallis, 2009; Fajen, 2001; Fajen & Warren, 2003; Frissen & Mars, 2014; Hildreth, Beusmans, Boer, & Royden, 2000; Itkonen, Pekkanen, & Lappi, 2015; Kountouriotis, Mole, Merat, & Wilkie, 2016; Land & Horwood, 1995; Li & Cheng, 2011 Mars, 2008; Mars & Navarro, 2012; Mole, Kountouriotis, Billington, & Wilkie, 2016; Wallis, Chatziastros, & Bül-thoff, 2002; Wallis et al., 2007; Wilkie & Wann, 2002 Wilson, Stephenson, Chattington, & Marple-Horvat, 2007 , as well as more naturalistic field research on the gaze strategies drivers actually use to sample task-relevant information (e.g., Chattington, Wilson, Ashford, & Marple-Horvat, 2007; Land, 1992; Land & Lee, 1994; Land & Tatler, 2001; Lehtonen, Lappi, Kotkanen, & Summala, 2013 Shinar, McDowell, & Rockwell, 1977) .
In a seminal contribution to this research tradition, Land and Horwood (1995) empirically linked the two bottom levels of steering control (as suggested by McRuer and Donges) with specific portions of the visual scene. They demonstrated that visibility of a simulated road scene could be restricted to 1 degree (vertical) near and far segments, supposedly without loss in steering accuracy while steering a "tortuous" road. Steering using far road information only would be smooth but imprecise, whereas steering using near road information would be jerky but accurate. These properties led Land (1998) to propose far road information and near road information feed into anticipatory and compensatory control, respectively (Figure 2A and 2B). In another influential paper that addressed the question of where drivers look when steering through a series of bends, Land and Lee (1994) showed that much of the time the driver's gaze was directed toward the apex region of the upcoming bend: at or very near the lane edge tangent point (TP; Figure 2A ). TP is the point on the edgeline where the visual orientation of the projection of the edgeline in the driver's visual field is reversed; looking at the TP will make the line of sight tangential to the lane edge. This "TP orientation" strategy, as it became to be called, was incorporated within the two-level framework when Land (1998) posited a two-point control framework with the TP as the far point, and a near point on the lane edge next to the vehicle as steering points. Salvucci and Gray (2004) implemented a two-point model where steering output is determined as a weighted combination of the visual direction of two steering points, a far point and a near point, which were modeled as moving along with the observer at a fixed distance ahead (i.e., the modeled steering points were travel points on the future path). This proportional-integral feedback control model drew on the experimental psychology literature on 3 These are optical variables that-under some idealizing assumptionsspecify one's locomotor state or the error between current state and a desired "target" state in terms of visual angles. Responding to optical variables directly means that no inferential process constructing an internal representation of the 3D layout would be involved; instead "active vision" is a problem of coordinating movement with changes in specific optical variables, i.e. coupling of vision and action. This is usually contrasted with integrating the information from multiple variables into a "cognitive" representation. 4 Although the replicability of some of Land & Horwood's (1995) observations (such as a half-way "optimum") has been challenged (Chatziastros, Wallis, & Bülthoff, 1999; Cloete & Wallis, 2011) , the consensual view is that the basic idea of the differential effects of the visual availability of information from near vs. far regions the road view is sound (cf. Frissen & Mars, 2014; Mole et al., 2016) . This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
combining multiple cues to perceive heading relative to a target or to determine the steering required to intercept a target (Fajen, 2001; Wann & Wilkie, 2004) . It has inspired a number of similar implementations (Boer, 2016; Sentouh et al., 2009 ) and has been incorporated into the ACT-R cognitive architecture, used to investigate multitasking while driving (Salvucci, 2006; Salvucci, Zuber, Beregovaia, & Markley, 2005) . Largely on the basis of Land and Lee (1994) and Salvucci and Gray (2004) , a two-point framework (with the tangent point as the far point) was quickly established as the predominant approach to understanding the visual control of locomotion in curve driving (e.g., Authié & Mestre, 2012; Chattington et al., 2007; CouttonJean, Mestre, Goulon, & Bootsman, 2009; Marple-Horvat et al., 2005; Underwood et al., 1999; Wilson et al., 2007 ; see also Boer, 1996; Hildreth et al., 2000) , and the default textbook account of how we steer and where we look when we do so.
Prospective Versus Predictive Anticipation
Comparing Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows how the Land (1998) and Salvucci and Gray (2004) two-point models formalized a conceptual shift away from the open-loop, feedforward conception of anticipatory control described in McRuer et al. (1977) . This is a subtle shift and may go unnoticed if-as is not uncommon-the terms anticipatory, feedforward, and open-loop are used interchangeably. But whereas Donges stated categorically that "an anticipatory reaction is always feedforward" (Donges, 1978, p. 698) , in the two-point models anticipatory control and compensatory control are both seen as closed loop processes, using information from a far point (through foveal vision) and a near point (through peripheral vision), respectively. This is a significant historical development and the point where the current psychological and engineering literature on the visual control of locomotion most differ. We will in the next section review some more recent empirical developments that seriously challenge the simplified view of the two-point architecture. But before that we must clarify precisely what the conceptual differences in different treatments of anticipatory control are.
The engineering models traditionally rely heavily on state estimation and prediction (i.e., internal models), and current state-ofthe art engineering models represent the driver with model-based predictive optimal control models (see below). The vision science models (Figure 2 ), however, are not predictive controllers but rely on what Zhao and Warren (2015) call prospective control. Prospective control is "anticipatory" control, but simply a response to the present value of a predictive variable (such as a far point, model-free control), not a response to the predicted value of a variable (from a forward model of the environment, model-based control). It is thus a nonrepresentational account of anticipation that does not require an internal model of the world (scene layout) or predictive capability.
It is very important to differentiate between predictive, prospective and ballistic forms of anticipatory control. To avoid conflating these three very different concepts about anticipatory control, and to make clearer why it leads to nontrivial ambiguity, we propose some terminological conventions in Table 1 . The key difference is that predictive control is model-based, whereas prospective and ballistic control are not.
Calling compensatory control feedback and anticipatory control feedforward can be particularly misleading because prospective control is feedback control. Predictive control, on the other hand is "precognitive" like a motor program (top-down, feedforward, open loop) in the sense that it can run offline, in the absence of sensory feedback. However, although both are classified under precognitive control in Table 1 , an important distinction can be made between predictive control and the original ballistic motor programs. Ballistic control is a purely open-loop sequence of motor commands and does not incorporate feedback until complete (Donges, 1978; Keele, 1968; McRuer et al., 1977; Schmidt, 1975 Figure 2 . The two-point control framework (Land, 1998; Salvucci & Gray, 2004) , loosely based on Donges (1978) . (A) Schematic representation of the visual field indicating the location of the near and far zones when steering into a bend with four putative steering points from the literature. A near point on the road center or road edge are monitored peripherally. (B) Near and far steering point visual direction and rate of movement feedback are used for compensatory and anticipatory (prospective) steering control, respectively. Note that although gaze control is not explicitly modeled, this framework is in part inspired by observations of the ubiquitous visual strategy of guiding fixations (GF) into the far region-either the tangent point (TP; Land, 1998; Land & Lee, 1994) or a travel point on the future path (Boer, 2016; Salvucci & Gray, 2004) . Look-ahead fixations (LAF; Lehtonen et al., 2013 Lehtonen et al., , 2014 intermittently scanning the road further ahead with "gaze polling" saccades (Wilkie et al., 2008) go beyond the two-point framework, however. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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Predictive control, on the other hand, is based on internal forward models that estimate the current and/or the future state of the world-including likely consequences of actions-and internal inverse models that select the optimal action, given current goal and world state estimated by the forward model. Forward models integrate information across multiple sensory sources and use an efference copy of outgoing motor commands to predict sensory consequences, to which the subsequent feedback can then be compared. The feedback is then used to update forward models in learning a better internal model of the world (including the controlled system), so that prediction error is minimized. The value of this more complex type of architecture ( Figure 3A and 3B) is that the perceptual-motor system can respond to the (best estimate of) the current state of the world rather than sensory information which may be incomplete, noisy and laggy due to inherent physiological delays. For motor planning, forward models allow the system to produce and evaluate a prediction of the likely consequences of actions.
Internal model based prediction is a mature computational approach and the dominant account of predictive control in engineering (e.g., Boer, 2016; Cole et al., 2006; Keen & Cole, 2011) and in computational movement neuroscience (e.g., Desmurget & Grafton, 2000; Miall & Wolpert, 1996; Wolpert, Diedrichsen, & Flanagan, 2011; Wolpert & Ghahramani, 2000; Wolpert & Kawato, 1998) . It is yet to be incorporated into the vision science research on steering.
To summarize, in the 40 years since the "split" between the vision science and engineering literatures, the direction vehicle dynamics models have thus taken quite different direction from the developments in vision science. In rather stark contrast to the two-point reinterpretation of the two-level model (Figure 2 ) which is simple proportional feedback control, the engineering models are based on a feedback/feedforward architecture (Figure 3A and 3B) . And as new and more sophisticated modeling methods have been adopted, they are founded on powerful computational ideas of internal models and predictive optimal control, and the feedforward level is based on optimal control ("planning") and internal models ("observers" in modern control theoretical terminology).
Model based prediction is a more sophisticated solution to unstable feedback control (i.e. due to feedback delays) than the purely ballistic motor programs envisioned in the 1970s engineering models. In the next section we suggest how such control based on internal models may be better able to account for some observed high-level behaviors-in particular, intermittency and lookahead fixations (LAFs)-than the current state of the art.
Internal Models and Predictive Control in Driving
Naturally, it depends on one's broader theoretical outlook whether one considers the move to treating anticipatory control as model-free prospective control a backward step holding back model development or a desirable development toward theoretical parsimony. Likewise, the internal model-based (predictive) framework can be either considered a powerful tool that allows us to more adequately explain skilled human behavior, or an overly complicated and elaborate way to account for behaviors that can be explained more simply.
One of the reasons for the shift toward prospective models in vision science over the past 40 years may be the strong historical predilection for maximally parsimonious models that, as far as possible, derive control of action directly from optical variables in the stimulus without intervening computations (cf. Gibson, 1958; Warren, 2007; Zhao & Warren, 2015) . After reviewing the experimental literature on locomotor and interceptive actions, Zhao and Warren argued that there is ample experimental evidence that can be modeled by prospective (online) control laws based on currently available visual variables, and no convincing experiments to date where the data demand that one posit complex internal models This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
(a similar argument is made by proponents of radical "embodied cognition;" e.g., Wilson & Golonka, 2013) . We suspect that another, methodological, reason for the shift may be restricting model domains to highly controlled laboratory analog steering tasks (simple flat curve geometry, linear control dynamics, often sparse visual input presented as a 2D projection on a screen, and trials lasting only a few seconds). When the task itself is very simple, then it may not be a surprise that a simple steering model using steering points with short time headway can capture human trajectories reasonably well (e.g., Boer, 2016; Salvucci & Gray, 2004; Wilkie & Wann, 2003; Wilkie, Wann, & Allison, 2008) . But such tasks may not discriminate well between model-based and model-free control. So, it is perhaps no coincidence that model-based control is used in engineering driver-inthe-loop simulation models that attempt to capture highly complex skill (i.e., driving involving high levels of expertise, such as race driving, Keen & Cole, 2011) , whereas the prospective two-point model framework is still the predominant modeling approach for simple lane keeping and curve negotiation tasks in experimental psychology (Lappi, 2014; Wann & Land, 2000) .
Although pure feedback two-point models with an additive combination of stabilizing and guidance level information from egocentric visual direction of steering points can successfully perform simple steering maneuvers in a simulation (Boer, 2016) , they can be criticized on a number of empirical and theoretical grounds. For example, some perceptual inputs such as flow speed , are not easily incorporated into the two-point model in its current form . In addition, it has been long recognized that a real driver does not expend continuous attention to the visual control of steering, but samples from the scene intermittently Johnson et al., 2014; Kujala, Mäkelä, Kotilainen, & Tokkonen, 2016; Senders, Kristofferson, Levison, Dietrich, & Ward, 1967) . Also field observations of gaze strategies in natural driving have revealed that the hypothesis of a single "steering point" in the far zone is not sufficient to account for the complexity of fixation behavior in rich natural contexts (Lappi, 2014; Lappi, Lehtonen, Pekkanen & Itkonen, 2013; Lappi, Rinkkala, & Pekkanen, 2017; Lehtonen et al., 2013 Lehtonen et al., , 2014 . We believe that it is in these last two examples, intermittency and gaze strategies, where integrating engineering and vision science principles could lead to significant progress, and the potential role of internal models can be best assessed.
Intermittency of Perception and Action
One aspect of visual control of steering that online feedback approaches do not handle well is intermittency in visual sampling and control Godthelp, 1985 Godthelp, , 1986 Hildreth et al., 2000; Johns & Cole, 2015; Johnson et al., 2014; Markkula, 2014; Markkula, Boer, Figure 3 . A and B: General architecture representing the state-of-the-art of implemented control theoretical driver models in vehicle system dynamics engineering (cf. Hoult & Cole, 2008; Keen & Cole, 2006 , 2011 Nash et al., 2016; Prokop, 2001 ). Here, "anticipatory" control is treated as truly feedforward. Predictive internal forward models determine where current state and steering command lead to, and the future path error (distances to points on the desired path) is passed to the inverse feedforward controller which computes the optimal sequence of motor commands. Residual error due to unpredictable disturbances drives the feedback controller. Paired forward/inverse models and feedback/feedforward control levels means a motor plan does not unfold completely "ballistically" from a prespecified motor program, but from a filtered state estimate. NMS ϭ neuromuscular system. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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Romano, & Merat, 2017; see also Land & Furneaux, 1997; Senders et al., 1967) . Pure feedback control models are designed for continuous feedback, and to produce continuous and incremental adjustment.
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They work when the relevant state variables (e.g., steering points) are assumed to be continuously observable and when the dynamics of the controlled system are sufficiently low-frequency with respect to latencies in the feedback loops.
Although naturalistic eye tracking studies (e.g., Land & Lee, 1994; Lappi et al., 2017) have shown that drivers do spend a high proportion of time looking to the "far" region where guidancelevel information is presumed to come from in the two-level framework (Donges, 1978; Frissen & Mars, 2014; Land, 1998; Mole et al., 2016; Salvucci & Gray, 2004) , it has been long acknowledged in the literature Senders et al., 1967) that in the real world humans do not allocate their undivided attention to the road ahead. Looking at landmarks, traffic signs and instruments, potential hazards, other road users, or in-car communication and infotainment devices all break the connection between where the driver is looking and where they are going (as do LAFs, to which we return in more detail in the next section). This results in intermittency in visual sampling-which is an essential characteristic of eye movement strategy while driving, but a difficulty for models based only on compensatory control and prospective anticipation (i.e., pure online feedback control).
It remains unclear how the perceptual-motor system deals with intermittency, and whether or what roles internal models play in it. As outlined in the historical sketch above, early papers proposed that skilled handling of such events was possible through feedforward ballistic control (McRuer et al., 1977 ; see also Godthelp, 1985) . The driver was envisioned as opening and closing control loops based on some supervisory control strategy (though the mechanisms involved in the control decisions were somewhat unclear, and outside the scope of formalization in the models). Specifically, ballistic motor programs would handle intermittency by "taking over" during periods when visual feedback is unavailable. Such accounts would lead the driver to switch between feedback and feedforward control (without the need for internal models in the control-level model).
More recently, explicit modeling of intermittent perception and action has become a hot topic in both vision science and engineering. A distinction can be made here between intermittent visual sampling (e.g., Senders et al., 1967) , and intermittent motor control (e.g., Markkula, 2014) . The former can be characterized as "intermittent observation, continuous decisions" and the latter as "continuous observation, intermittent decisions"-whereas prospective control is "continuous observation, continuous action," while, of course, real actions could even be "intermittent observation, intermittent action."
In the driving context (as in a number of laboratory contexts, for review see Bosco et al., 2015) intermittent sampling can be experimentally examined using visual occlusion paradigms where periodically the participant's view is blocked, allowing the effect of removing visual feedback on performance to be examined (Cavallo & Laurent, 1988; Cloete & Wallis, 2009; Godthelp, 1985; Johns & Cole, 2015; Johnson et al., 2014; Kujala et al., 2016; Macuga, Beall, Kelly, Smith, & Loomis, 2007; Milgram, Godthelp, & Blaauw, 1982; Pekkanen, Lappi, Itkonen, & Summala, 2017; Senders et al., 1967; Wallis, Chatziastros, & Bülthoff, 2002; Wallis et al., 2007) . In the vision science steering model literature, there are as yet no formal treatments of intermittency but at a metaphorical level a number of authors have suggested that an "image" (Senders et al., 1967) or a "visual buffer" (Land & Furneaux, 1997 ; see also Tatler & Land, 2011 ) may retain sufficient visuospatial information to guide steering.
In other words, such accounts assume that when visual preview and feedback are unavailable the driver maintains adequate performance by updating an internal model of the relevant control variables' values, such as distance to lead car, or time to line crossing. To avoid immediate obsolescence, the internal model would need generative predictive capability, and could also be updated on basis of (nonvisual) sensory feedback (see also Lappi, 2016; Loomis, Klatzky, & Giudice, 2013; cf. "expectancy" in Näätänen & Summala, 1974 , 1976 . The scene could then be sampled again when uncertainty increases to unacceptable levels (Godthelp, Biaauw, & Milgram, 1984; Johnson et al., 2014; Kujala et al., 2016; Senders et al., 1967) or when a variable is estimated to have reached a threshold value .
Intermittent control can also be approached from the motor end: modeling steering as intermittent bursts of (ballistic) control with continuous sampling or continually available perceptual information available from a forward model or "buffer" (Markkula, 2014; Markkula et al.,2017; cf. Johns & Cole, 2015, and Gawthrop, Loram, Lakie, & Gollee, 2011) . Steering control is treated as a sequence of feedforward open-loop adjustments based on internal models that estimate and predict the state variables based on efference copies of the steering movement (Franklin & Wolpert, 2011 ). An adjustment is triggered when evidence accumulates that an ongoing action is not consistent with current goals (Markkula, 2014 : Markkula et al., 2017 ; see also Gawthrop et al., 2011) . The advantages of such an approach are that (a) it allows for complex and adaptive control during occlusion (Johns & Cole, 2015) and (b) unlike the Senders et al. (1967) ; Blaauw et al. (1984) and Johnson et al. (2014) models it does not relate internal model uncertainty to active sampling (e.g., in the Markkula [2014] model the accumulation of evidence leads to steering action, rather than accumulation of uncertainty leading to sampling).
There is considerable evidence that human drivers can easily handle periods of intermittency of visual feedback and still successfully perform both real and simulated lane keeping Hildreth et al., 2000; Johns & Cole, 2015) , lane changing (Godthelp, 1985; Macuga et al., 2007) , and curve negotiation (Cavallo & Laurent, 1988; Godthelp, 1986; Kujala et al., 2016) . A natural explanation for how the perceptual-motor manages to cope with intermittency is that drivers use internal models. However, this view has also been challenged on the grounds that under (severe) restrictions to available visual feedback it appears steering control is not as robust as one might assume on basis of "precognitive" control mechanisms (ballistic or predictive).
5 Some models (e.g. Wilkie et al., 2008) have response damping and inertia in the neuromuscular system designed into the model architecture, providing the model with a capacity to deal with intermittent/coarse input (Wann & Wilkie, 2004) without going significantly off-track. However, it is still an open question whether and to what extent feedback steering control can robustly cope with intermittent or unreliable input with more complex road geometry. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Specifically, Wallis and colleagues (Wallis et al., 2002 (Wallis et al., , 2007 ) demonstrated that even the simple and presumably highly overlearned and automatic maneuver of a lane change was surprisingly dependent on visual feedback. In real-world occlusion studies, the road often can not be occluded for more than a few seconds, and feedback is generally available at the end of the trial (though see Macuga et al., 2007) . To avoid intermittent feedback or knowledge of results allowing participants to shift strategies, Wallis et al. (2002 Wallis et al. ( , 2007 used a simulator where all visual feedback (during or after the maneuver) was removed. Under these conditions only the initial wheel-turn (that takes the vehicle to the other lane but leaves it pointing diagonally) was executed-the second wheel turn (an equal turn in the opposite direction which aligns the vehicle with the lane) was not. The executed maneuver was strikingly similar to turning a corner and appeared to show that participants held a severe "misconception" about the relationship between steering wheel movements and the resulting path of the vehicle-despite many years of driving experience.
Restoring performance to adequate levels in the Wallis et al. tasks did not require continuous feedback, though. It was sufficient to provide (very) short intermittent glances providing they were appropriately placed at the end of the first phase of the sequence.
Such behavior would seem to suggest that humans do not after all adequately perform sequential motor actions formed of multiple discrete actions "precognitively" (cf. Godthelp, 1985; Hildreth et al., 2000) . This is a challenge for the motor program idea, but also model predictive control which suggests humans should be able to maintain a forward model up to some reasonably long prediction horizon, and inversely plan a feedforward sequence of motor outputs up to some control horizon ( Figure 3A , for complex maneouvers this is typically in the order of 4s, e.g., Johns & Cole, 2015) . Wallis et al. (2002 Wallis et al. ( , 2007 themselves propose a "turn and look" strategy-that only the first (intermittent, ballistic) motor action in a sequence is planned and initiated top-down, but the parameter setting and initiation of the follow-up actions require appropriately timed bottom-up feedback from the sensory consequences of the first action (i.e., a discrete visual sample).
6 Wallis et al. (2002 Wallis et al. ( , 2007 experiments thus suggest that intermittent feedback is needed even in simple and highly familiar sequential tasks. Under the "turn and look" strategy, it is not necessary to assume that drivers possess a multiphase internal model to explain behavior in this specific task. If indeed they do, the results imply that such models' prediction and planning horizons are surprisingly limited. Rather than a detailed representation of complex path and a motor plan to achieve that path, the default mode for drivers would be to plan only a short way ahead, perhaps up to the level of the current guiding fixation (GF; see discussion of guiding and LAFs in the next section; see Footnote 6).
What one cannot infer from Wallis et al. (2002 Wallis et al. ( , 2007 , though, is that human drivers cannot form more detailed sequential plans. Indeed, it appears that evidence for the "turn and look" strategy might only be obtained in an artificial trial-based setting where knowledge of results is denied (whereas the driving task is an extended behavioral sequence). The authors themselves point out that great care was taken to prevent the participants "becoming aware" that their performance in the previous trial was below par, to prevent a "strategy" shift or a "learning effect." A task-general unified model of a human driver should of course be able to perform such a strategy shift. It also remains an open question as to which strategies-look and turn or predictive-humans would spontaneously use under conditions with richer stimuli and, possibly, more demanding maneuvers requiring higher levels of situational awareness.
In any case, the Wallis et al. (2002 Wallis et al. ( , 2007 results do highlight how the timely control of visual sampling is an essential component of the steering strategy. If the default strategy employed in real driving is indeed akin to "turn and look", then appropriate timing of the next look must be programmed as part of each phase in the sequence (else the sequence may break). The next section examines the coordination of eye-movements and steering in more detail.
GFs and LAFs
Even in the case where sampling intermittency is not due to visual demands of targets competing with the driving task (e.g., monitoring hazards, distraction) there appears to be intermittency inherent in the gaze strategy subserving skilled actions. Specifically, a stereotypical interleaving of GFs and LAFs can be observed in a wide variety of sequential natural tasks (Hayhoe, Shrivastava, Mruczek, & Pelz, 2003; Land & Furneaux, 1997; Land, Mennie, & Rusted, 1999; Pelz & Canosa, 2001) , as well as in the laboratory (Ballard, Hayhoe, & Pelz, 1995; Mennie, Hayhoe, & Sullivan, 2007) .
GFs serve to guide ongoing action "just in time" (Ballard et al., 1992 (Ballard et al., , 1995 Ballard, Hayhoe, Pook, & Rao, 1997; Land & Hayhoe, 2001 ), whereas LAFs appear to anticipate later actions, with gaze returning to guidance after the LAF (Pelz & Canosa, 2001; Mennie et al., 2007) . The ubiquity of this gaze strategy suggests that sampling intermittency is not simply something the perceptual-motor system needs to "handle" but could potentially have a fundamental functional role in coordinating skilled action.
In driving, such sampling behaviors manifests in interleaving GF fixations to the "far" road with LAFs on the road even further ahead (Figure 2A ; cf. also Figure 4A in the next section). This gaze polling (Wilkie et al., 2008) visual strategy is a robust and obvious characteristic of natural eye movements in driving (see visualization in Lappi et al., 2017). 7 For GFs there is a close coupling between gaze and steering, with GFs typically preceding steering with a lead time about 1 s Land, 1992 Land, , 2007 Land & Tatler, 2001; Lehtonen, Lappi, Koirikivi, & Summala, 2014) . For LAFs this cross correlation is absent and LAFs are typically directed much further ahead than the ϳ2-s time headway which 6 Wallis et al. (2002 Wallis et al. ( , 2007 did no eye tracking so only temporal limits can be discussed on basis of their data, but a natural interpretation would be that the prediction horizon extends to the current point of fixation, i.e. about 15 m at 50 km/h (or 1.5 m at walking speed), assuming 2 s TH typical of GF.
7 Note that in naturalistic eye tracking, interpreting what the intended gaze target is-especially when the plain road surface often has no distinctive objects or visual features and the putative steering points can fall in close optical proximity-is fraught with difficulty (see Lappi, 2014 for a methodological critique of early GF studies overinterpreting gaze in the vicinity of the theoretically preferred target as evidence). For the purposes of this section we only need to assume that LAFs fall on the road surface and substantially further than the typical GF -an uncontroversial assumption. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
is characteristic of GF and considered useful for online control (Boer, 2016) . These spatial and temporal differences appear robust across a number of naturalistic studies Lehtonen et al., 2013 Lehtonen et al., , 2014 . Note that there is a major difference between lead time and time headway, although the typical numerical values are similar. Lead time is the delay from gaze rotation to steering wheel rotation and hence a priori independent of speed and where one looks. Time headway on the other hand is the time to reach the current point of fixation at the current speed when one fixates a point on one's future path. It is maybe worthwhile to point that we have been careful to define GFs and LAFs in terms of their spatiotemporal properties, not their presumed functional properties. The operational concept itself contains no specific assumptions about the exact targeted points for GFs and LAFs. In typical bends, the GF region in particular contains a number of putative targets postulated by different accounts of steering control, such as the tangent point (Land & Lee, 1994 , cf. Land, 1998 , edges of "the acceptable trajectory envelope" (Mars & Navarro, 2012) , travel points on the future path referenced to the tangent point (Boer, 1996; Lappi, Lehtonen, Pekkanen, & Itkonen, 2013; Mars & Chevrel, 2017; , travel points at about 2-s time headway ahead (Lehtonen et al., 2014; cf. Salvucci & Gray, 2004) , and/or waypoints at various distances (Lappi, 2014; Wilkie et al., 2008) . Here the distinction is used independently of any particular steering model or modeling approach. GFs do attractively align with "guidance-level" control in two-level frameworks, whereas the role of LAFs is clearly more anticipatory, but these should be considered functional hypotheses not a definition of the GF/LAF distinction itself. Importantly, in the basic two-level framework there seems to be no natural functional role for LAFs. The exact implications of gaze polling (GF-LAF-GF-LAF) patterns for steering control therefore remains an important open question for the development for models of the visual control of locomotion.
GFs are coupled to the ongoing subtask of positional control, leading action by ϳ1 s and therefore target locations where an operation is about to be performed (cf. far steering points-travel points or waypoints-as in, e.g., Land & Lee, 1994; Salvucci & Gray, 2004; Wilkie et al., 2008 ; for reviews see Land, 1998 Land, , 2007 Lappi, 2014) or objects about to be manipulated imminently (Land & Hayhoe, 2001) . Gaze polling (LAFs) are used to glance "ahead" to targets of later actions (Ballard et al., 1995; Mennie et al., 2007;  This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Pelz & Canosa, 2001 ), 8 and so in locomotor tasks, could have a role in trajectory planning (Lehtonen et al., , 2014 Wilkie et al., 2008) : a higher level of steering control compared to online compensatory and prospective guidance control of two-point models where visual feedback is immediately translated into steering response.
When the scene and path geometry are simple, steering models using steering points with short time headway can fit human trajectories well (e.g., Boer, 2016; Salvucci & Gray, 2004; Wilkie & Wann, 2003; Wilkie et al., 2008) . Also, the spatiotemporal characteristics of GFs appear to be in line with the "far" steering points posited by such accounts (Land & Lee, 1994) , challenging the need for model-based control. However, when path geometry becomes more complex and longer previews are available modelfree control runs aground. Availability of preview of a scene (path) systematically lead to LAF behavior, which breaks the tight coupling between gaze and steering and are typically targeted too far to make a direct contribution to steering response, therefore remain problematic for any online control model of steering. LAFs may allow skilled drivers to take advantage of the preview: for example, when steering a chicane, a skilled driver might alter their approach to the initial bend to allow a smooth approach to the second bend (an example of this behavior was observed when multiple sequential slalom gates were visible in Wilkie et al., 2008) .
Model-free, online, prospective control strategies do not predict that drivers would alter the current unfolding steering movement in anticipation of an upcoming steering command. But if one assumes the existence of internal models (posited by a number of models in movement neuroscience and engineering) principled functional interpretations of the role of LAFs become possible, and we can begin to see a way to state locomotion and eye movement coordination as a unified control task that can be stated in a control theoretical framework.
We propose that a potential mechanism for LAFs could be to extend the planning horizon from the current GF waypoint to the LAF landing point as an added waypoint (looking where you want to go). On the motor side, LAFs may facilitate programming of a sequence of lateral and longitudinal control actions that will lead to intercepting the gaze landing points (going where you look). In other words, the hypothesis is this: the point of fixation of a LAF is made into a new waypoint in the technical sense that a motor plan is generated to intercept it, via other waypoints, including the GF point of fixation and previously fixated waypoints.
We propose that this multiple waypoint identification hypothesis gives a very natural interpretation of LAFs in the visual control of steering, including but not restricted to the domain of driving. On the other hand, it is hard to see how it could be stated within the framework of prospective model-free control. Within the model predictive control framework it becomes feasible that LAFs serve selection and/or parameter setting of motor plans (i.e., inverse models). And a complementary role for LAFs may be maintaining and updating an internal representation of visual space needed to support such complex, multistep plans (i.e., forward models; or, cognitive functions functions that in the general vision science literature are variously called "visual buffer", "transsaccadic memory" or "spatial image"). These conceptual possibilities will be further explored in the final subsection.
Neural Underpinnings of Steering
Eye movement behavior (and steering performance) can be accurately recorded in naturalistic settings, providing a useful means to investigate active visuomotor strategies. But the gaze data reviewed above does not alone suffice to determine the underlying control mechanisms (such as that proposed in the previous section).
Brain imaging work on different levels of wayfinding behaviors (from determining current lane position and heading, to steering to an optically available egocentric goal, to planning a route from memory in allocentric space, Figure 1A ) has begun to reveal the neural underpinnings of the processes hypothesized in the steering models. Many of the processes recruited in driving have been studied in restricted form, and neural substrates have been identified for many of the essential (non-steering) component subtasks, such as self-motion/egocentric heading estimation (Cardin & Smith, 2010; Dukelow et al., 2001; Huk, Dougherty, & Heeger, 2002; Morrone et al., 2000; Peuskens, Sunaert, Dupont, Van Hecke, & Orban, 2001; Pitzalis et al., 2010 Pitzalis et al., , 2013 Smith, Wall, & Thilo, 2012; Smith, Wall, Williams, & Singh, 2006; Wall, & Smith, 2008) , visuospatial object tracking and short-term memory (Nummenmaa, Oksama, Glerean, & Hyönä, 2017; Wolbers, Hegarty, Büchel, & Loomis, 2008) , oculomotor planning and execution (Girard & Berthoz, 2005; Krauzlis, 2004; Munoz, 2002; PierrotDeseilligny, Milea, & Müri, 2004; Pierrot-Deseilligny, Müri, Ploner, Gaymard, & Rivaud-Péchoux, 2003) , the hierarchical and sequential organization of action (Botvinick, 2008; Jeon, 2014; Koechlin et al., 2003) and wayfinding (Barry & Burgess, 2014; Burgess, Maguire, & O'Keefe, 2002; Epstein, Patai, Julian, & Spiers, 2017; Epstein & Vass, 2013; Meister & Buffalo, 2016) , to name a few. Discussing the neural underpinnings of any of these would be a topic for a review of its own and beyond present scope. We will instead focus on the fMRI work that is most directly relevant to the two-level framework as presented above (and its planned extension according to the multiple waypoint identification hypothesis), centering on (a) the neural basis of visuomotor control of steering (Billington, Field, Wilkie, & Wann, 2010; Billington, Wilkie, & Wann, 2013; Field, Wilkie, & Wann, 2007) , and (b) simulated car driving (Li, Eichele, Calhoun, & Adali, 2012; Kan, Schweizer, Tam, & Graham, 2012; Schweizer et al., 2013; Spiers & Maguire, 2006 , 2007a , 2007b Walter et al., 2001) .
The laboratory work on the neural basis of visuomotor control of steering uses active locomotor control (steering) tasks with path preview. These tasks and associated stimuli are specifically designed on the basis of the two-level steering framework to separate the compensatory and anticipatory processes. But the interpretations heavily rely also on the literature on estimation of heading from optic flow patterns (Peuskens et al., 2001 ), (predictive) target tracking (Wolbers et al., 2008) and internal forward and inverse models in perception and motor planning (in the context of visually guided hand and eye movements; Blakemore, Wolpert, & Frith, 1998; Fernandez-Ruiz, Goltz, DeSouza, Vilis, & Crawford, 2007; Miall, Reckess, & Imamizu, 2001; Ramnani & Owen, 2004) . 8 Specifically, Pelz and Canosa (2001) observed that as the subject approached the sink, in addition to the tap (relevant for the next action) a fixation was also made to the soap dispenser (relevant for a future action), then gaze returned to the tap while washing, until switching again to the soap dispenser before reaching for it. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
We will return to this rather important tension between the design and interpretations in the final two sections. On the other hand, some brain imaging work on simulated car driving has used immersive virtual reality scenarios to represent richer environments with more complex driving tasks, such as navigating 3D scene layouts (e.g., intersections), and interacting with moving objects (e.g., traffic). Naturally, this means that the stimulus and task are much less controlled. Therefore, the contrasts become more open to interpretation, and the exact nature of the component processes underlying the participants' performance is not yet well-understood, that is, the performance is explained more in terms of common sense and analogy from individual laboratory tasks, rather than an integrative model of performance at the complex task. (In the Precognitive Control: A Modern Approach section, we discuss what such a model would look like, on the basis of current knowledge in psychology and neuroscience).
The primary body of work into the neural basis of steering has been conducted by Wann and colleagues (Billington et al., 2010 (Billington et al., , 2013 Field et al., 2007 but see also Huang, Chen, & Sereno, 2015) . In these studies, subjects travel across a flat textured ground plane which provides an optic flow stimulus to elicit a sense of self-motion and changing heading. The task is to actively steer a simple course specified by complete road-edges (Field et al., 2007) or slalom gates (Billington et al., 2013) , or "passively steer" (so that all participants received the same visual stimulation but no feedback on accuracy) a course specified by road-edges (Billington et al., 2010) . Preview course information (visibility of "far" road edges) can be manipulated to produce contrasts that reveal areas involved in guidance in the two-level framework sense.
Across the three studies it seems that activation of the posterior parietal cortex (PPC), posterior parts of the superior and inferior parietal lobules, and extending medially into the precuneus region was associated specifically with preview information. Other robust areas of activation appear to be the cerebellum (associated with skilled active motor control and internal forward models), and MTϩ (with middle temporal (MT) classically considered sensitive to optical motion and middle superior temporal (MST) for optically and extraretinally specified self-motion), and the PPC (superior parietal lobule [SPL] , inferior parietal lobule, or precuneus; classically associated with visuomotor coordinate transformations, visuospatial attention and short-term memory). Billington et al. (2013) suggested that the key functionally important areas of the PPC are the SPL and the precuneus. It has been suggested that these areas a role in maintaining target information during delays/occlusions (Fernandez-Ruiz et al., 2007; Wolbers et al., 2008) , which led Billington et al. (2013) to posit that in the steering tasks the SPL and precuneus have a role in representing "intended goals in visual coordinates" and "predicting the future location of objects in order to execute timely movements" (p. 2). The conceptual backdrop for Billington et al.'s discussions (see also Billington et al., 2010; Field et al., 2007) was thus waypoint tracking and path planning, which (as we have discussed) does not neatly align with two-level models (although the distinction is subtle, it is critical). In our proposed multiple waypoint hypothesis, however, these functional proposals potentially correspond to identifiying waypoints in visual coordinates (SPL), and holding multiple waypoints in short-term memory (precuneus). (See the Precognitive Control: A Modern Approach section for further discussion). The neural basis of higher level processes in the wayfinding hierarchy (guidance and navigation, see Figure 1A ) has been investigated with fMRI in a number of simulated driving papers (Bernardi et al., 2014; Calhoun et al., 2002; Kan, Schweizer, Tam, & Graham, 2012; Li, Eichele, Calhoun, & Adali, 2012; Schweizer et al., 2013; Walter et al., 2001; reviewed in Lappi, 2015) , including a series of studies on expert taxi drivers by Spiers and Maguire (2006 , 2007a , 2007b . Taxi drivers (and controls) were asked to navigate around the streets of a virtual city of London. Afterward, they were interviewed by showing them replays of their own drives and asked to recollect what they were looking at, thinking and doing at each moment in time. The verbal protocols were analyzed qualitatively to identify discrete episodes (such as coasting, route planning, turning, expectation confirmation and violation etc.). The epochs corresponding to these episodes were used as the contrasts for fMRI activation. Episodes involving steering control (such as turning) produced similar activation to laboratory steering control tasks, that is, in the frontal premotor areas and posteriorly in parieto-occipital areas. A number of other studies on more complex (and unconstrained) simulated driving have also consistently identified dorsal occipital/temporal and PPC activation (Li et al., 2012; Kan et al., 2012; Schweizer et al., 2013; Walter et al., 2001) .
However, there was also activation in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the retrosplenial cortex (RSC), not observed in the steering studies probing near/far contrasts, and only rarely observed in simulated driving studies with simpler tasks. Intriguingly, RSC connects the parahippocampal and occipital "place areas" associated with encoding viewpoint-specific place information (including navigational information, Bonner & Epstein, 2017) and the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampal complex (associated with navigation and spatial memory, Epstein et al., 2017) , with the PPC, which is associated with coordinate transformations for visuomotor control (Andersen et al., 1993; Crawford, Henriques, & Medendorp, 2011; Pouget, Deneve, & Duhamel, 2002) and maintaining target information across saccades and occlusions and oculomotor programming (Crawford et al., 2011) . RSC, almost invariably involved in spatial memory tasks (Mitchell, Czajkowksi, Zhang, Jeffery, & Nelson, 2017) , has been functionally linked with "piecing together" route and scene information from locally observed snapshots (Park & Chun, 2009; Vann, Aggleton, & Maguire, 2009) or "anchoring" observed scene information to cognitive maps in long term memory (Epstein, 2008; Epstein et al., 2017) .
To summarize, in tasks constrained to steering (i.e., not navigation or making driving decisions) the most consistent activations (Figure 4 ) are seen in (a) PPC, especially in the SPL and intraparietal sulcus, probably often involving the functionally identified parietal eye field); (b) the occipito-parietal cortex extending medially into the precuneus region, and (c) the human occipitotemporal motion complex MTϩ, which comprises of functionally identified areas MT which responds to visual motion, and MST, which responds more strongly to coherent flow consistent with self-motion, as well as vestibular stimulation (Dukelow et al., 2001; Huk et al., 2002; Morrone et al., 2000; Smith, Wall, & Thilo, 2012; Wall & Smith, 2008) . Active motor tasks engage areas in the precentral gyrus (primary motor area M1) and premotor cortex in the middle and superior frontal gyrus, which also contains the functionally identified frontal eye fields, as well as the cerebellum This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
( Figure 4 , solid boxes). As can be expected, tasks involving complex scenes and higher "level" processes in the wayfinding hierarchy involve a more widespread activation of brain areas, including areas classically associated with long-term memory and planning. Activation has been observed in the posterior cingulate/ retrosplenial cortex, parahippocampal, and entorhinal/hippocampal complex, as well as PFC, especially dorsolateral, and ventrolateral surfaces and the frontopolar cortex, sometimes also ventromedial, orbital and insular cortex (Figure 4 , dashed boxes).
Precognitive Control: A Modern Approach
Even within the experimental vision science literature, traditionally with a penchant for parsimonious control law models, there is a recognized need to expand beyond the assumption of steering as an additive combination of stabilizing and guidance level information (Frissen & Mars, 2014; Mole et al., 2016) . Furthermore, observational and experimental studies of gaze strategies have rebutted the notion of guidance level information being recovered from (looking at) a single "steering point" (Lappi, 2014; . If sampling and control needs to be modeled as fairly discrete, intermittent processes, a more powerful architecture than prospective control is required. What could such an architecture look like? Figure 5 presents a framework extending the prevailing "twolevel" account of how humans steer, which integrates ideas of model-based predictive control from engineering (e.g., Keen & Cole, 2006 , 2011 Odhams & Cole, 2009 and computational neuroscience (for reviews see Wolpert, & Ghahramani, 2000; Wolpert et al., 2011) . By placing the coordination of gaze and steering at center stage and allowing for predictive control at all levels of the wayfinding hierarchy, the expanded framework takes into account both the sequential (intermittent) character of steering Figure 5 . Framework for a unified visuomotor model of the control of steering and gaze. A: Waypoints identified and tracked by guiding fixations (GF) and look ahead fixations (LAF). B: A sketch for a plausible neurological basis of the framework, drawing from general cognitive neuroscience and the emerging body of work on the brain imaging of visual control of steering and simulated driving. C: Three-level framework with coordination of gaze and steering as the core control problem, and paired inverse and forward models at all levels of hierarchy. The aim is to account for how intermittent visual sampling serves action coordination by structuring input into the brain, and also aids in sequencing motor commands (see text for explanation). This gives a more concrete interpretation of the multiple-waypoint hypothesis that accounts for the functional roles for GFs and LAFs as designating locomotor goals (see the GFs and Look-Ahead Fixations section), and the observed patterns of brain activity (see the Neural Underpinnings of Steering section). NMS ϭ neuromuscular system; SC ϭ superior colliculus; SPL ϭ superior parietal lobule; IPS ϭ intraparietal sulcus; MTϩ ϭ human visual motion complex (V5/MT & MST); RSC ϭ retrosplenial cortex; aPFC ϭ anterior prefrontal cortex; vlPFC ϭ ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; dlPFC ϭ dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; HC ϭ hippocampus; M1 ϭ primary motor cortex; PMC ϭ premotor cortex. See the online article for the color version of this figure. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
(see the Intermittency of Perception and Action section) and gaze (see the GFs and LAFs section). This explicit emphasis on the coordination of gaze and steering through GF/LAF is a novel concept, and, we submit, a necessary step for future development of steering models. In particular, there are three desiderata that are at the moment not fulfilled in the visual steering models' literature, but which the proposed architecture could provide. First, the sophisticated gaze strategies observed in visual sampling in naturalistic tasks (such as gaze polling between guiding and LAFs) need to be addressed in a principled way ( Figure 5A ). Second, models should be consistent with and draw on the relevant neuroscience ( Figure 5B ). Finally, there should be a natural way to express the models as minimal extensions of existing control theoretical frameworks ( Figure 5C ) to be able to build on the large body of work in vision science and engineering. We will next go through each of these desiderata in turn.
Driving is an example of sophisticated visuomotor coordination with robust and highly repeatable gaze strategies, so it seems reasonable-indeed essential-to treat driving as a single unified eye-hand coordination task (i.e., oculomotor and locomotor planning and control) rather than treating gaze strategies, steering strategies attention and memory and so forth as separate problems (cf. Land & Furneaux, 1997; Lappi, 2016) . A more complete model of visuomotor mechanisms underlying driving, therefore, will not only account for lateral and longitudinal steering, but also how the timing and direction of visual sampling behavior is coordinated with steering control.
Although a close coupling between gaze and steering is qualitatively consistent with two-point models in that many theories explicitly relate moment-to-moment changes in gaze to steering outputs (Land & Lee, 1994; Salvucci & Gray, 2004; Wilkie et al., 2008) , these models only deal with the sensory inputs available given that the driver is viewing a specified target in the road scene. The coordination of gaze and steering is in other words only implicitly assumed, and not explicitly part of the formal steering model.
But if it is assumed a driver will look at a far steering point (Land & Lee, 1994) and perhaps monitors a near steering point peripherally (Land, 1998; Salvucci & Gray, 2004) , then clearly some process in the brain must specify the gaze target, and control gaze so that is maintained on the desired point. Treating gaze and steering as independently modeled subtasks crucially leaves out the question of how gaze and locomotion are coordinated: the steering model simply assumes that "gaze control" maintains gaze on the target, and gaze control does not need to account for the generation of steering movements. We claim that treating gaze and steering as different aspects of a unified task is required to allow the visual sampling intermittency caused by LAFs and GFs to be understood.
In particular, we (see GFs and LAFs section) and others (Lappi, 2014; Wilkie et al., 2008) have proposed that the driver identifies waypoints at different distances in the scene and steers to intercept them. We then interpreted the functional roles for different aspects of gaze behavior as follows: GFs and LAFs track current and specify new waypoints, respectively. For this hypothesis about GF and LAF to be modeled, we propose it is necessary to bring back a third level corresponding to McRuer's precognitive control-only in a modern predictive control such a third level would not amount to simply performing prelearned, habitual, motor patterns.
In Figure 5C , we refer to the third level as trajectory planning and localization. Crucial to this conception is the paired inverseforward models idea and the existence of a (intermittent) feedback loop connecting the models via the world. Inverse processes would determine a sequence of steering inputs given a path to follow (in visual preview), while the waypoint specification idea states that eye movements can actively shape the path.
The interpretation is that through directing gaze further ahead in space (LAFs) the trajectory planning system can specify the desired path for the coupled forward model (Localization in Figure  5C ). This would be an indexical strategy (called "deictic" processing Ballard et al., 1997 or "cross cueing" in Gazzaniga, 2013 ; that is, a strategy depending on the fact that the inverse (trajectory planning) and forward (localization) systems are connected not only directly, but through the world: motor commands shift gaze which changes the retinal image which acts as new input. In effect, rather than having to fully specify the desired path (via efference copy, in a perceptual coordinate system) the path planner can specify it by "pointing" to the world: "Where I look now is a new added constraint for the desired path." Thus, the inverse process only needs to be able to designate locomotor goals in oculomotor terms (simpler, known, dynamics than the body-in-vehicle or the vehicle-in-world dynamics).
The forward model (localization) will then be able to compute the path parameters from current LAF input and return the predicted path error for locomotor planning (i.e., generation of the appropriate steering command sequence) to the path planner, as well as passing it to the lower level as context information for guidance and stabilization. This would be a principled way to understand how (as discussed in the GFs and LAFs section) LAFs may be involved in identifying future waypoints which the driver wishes to pass through and setting parameters for the guidancelevel control steering commands.
On the forward models side (indicated in Figure 5C by topdown and bottom-up arrows), waypoint localization, guidance level target information in online short-term memory, and keeping both in check with stabilizing-that is, gravitoinertial frame and body schema (Holmes & Spence, 2004 )-information could begin to give us an account of how a coherent "image" of visual space is formed (Kujala et al., 2016; Land & Furneaux, 1997; Senders et al., 1967; cf. Loomis, Da Silva, Philbeck, & Fukusima, 1996; Loomis et al., 2013; cf. Also Aivar, Hayhoe, Chizk, & Mruczek, 2005; Burr & Morrone, 2012; Tatler & Land, 2011) , and, in particular, provide new ideas on how to think about its contribution to complex real-world behavior in more mechanistic terms. This account raises the possibility of providing the missing links between egocentric orientation and path following and higher-level allocentric navigation-a key topic in computational and cognitive neuroscience (Barry & Burgess, 2014; Spiers & Barry, 2015) .
Note that the architecture proposed in Figure 5C indeed has coupled inverse and forward models on all levels. This is because we find that there is little neurobiological motivation for restricting model-based control to the highest (sequential motor plan) level. Although much of this article is focused on model-based prediction as being primarily useful for "anticipatory" control, there is evidence that forward models may be ubiquitous even at lowlevels of the nervous system so it seems reasonable that modelThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
based predictions could have a role across all levels ( Figure 5C ). For example, at the lowest-level forward models use efference copies of motor commands to predict the nature of feedback (reafferent sensory stimulation), explaining the vestibulo-ocular reflex (for reviews, see Angelaki & Hess, 2005; Cullen, 2004; Cullen & Roy, 2004) or why one cannot tickle oneself (Blakemore et al., 1998) . Furthermore, it has been suggested that basic visual tracking, which is known to be able to use predictive information about anticipated rather than observed motion (Kowler, 1989 ; see also Hayhoe, McKinney, Chajka, & Pelz, 2012) , also depends on predictive models (Daye, Optican, Blohm, & Lefèvre, 2014; Orban de Xivry, Coppe, Blohm, & Lefèvre, 2013) . Finally, saccade planning (relevant to gaze polling saccades between GF and LAF), coordinated eye-hand motor sequences and visual stability are generally assumed to rely on stable transsaccadic memory representations (Aivar et al., 2005; Burr & Morrone, 2012; Loomis et al., 2013; Tatler & Land, 2011) . The fundamental theoretical questions for our multiple waypoint hypothesis concern how locations in the world become waypoints which specify the "desired path". If the process relies on internal models (as proposed above), how rich and enduring is this representation? We are not advocating a metrically accurate Euclidean 3D "world model". Our proposal is that the future path is represented by a small number of waypoints (but greater than two)-the "minimal" representation needed to capture the information processing underlying skilled driving and also our interpretation of the "spatial image" or "visual buffer" referred to in the studies of short-term memory in locomotor control and intermittent visual sampling in driving. Waypoints are identified as oculomotor and locomotor targets by prefrontal motor planning mechanisms, are tracked by posterior parietal updating systems, and associated with long-term (e.g., landmark) memory by medial temporal structures and the retrosplenial cortex. The use of these mechanisms in other forms of locomotion is fairly well established in brain researchhere we extend their use to driving. This proposal, if on the right track, calls for a subtle but conceptually deep reevaluation of the posits of the two-level models that for over 40 years have guided steering control research in psychology, vision science, and engineering. Critically, the two-level models as depicted in Figures 1-3 are travel point models, not waypoint models (cf. Lappi, 2014) , and rest on a near/far distinction (because travel points have fixed distances). With waypoints, however, the near/far distinction becomes less fundamental (a "far" waypoint moves to "near" as one approaches it), and so does the rationale for sticking to just two "levels:" if a GF is a fixation that lands on a waypoint in the "far" region, why would not LAFs be fixations that land on waypoints even "further"?
Conceiving of the road preview as multiple waypoints brings an imminent need to analyze the gaze strategies and coordinate transformations needed to establish the egocentric projection of the "desired path." (This is missing in the engineering literature where the desired path and its allocentric to egocentric transformation are assumed to be simply available). On the other hand, it necessitates the incorporation of the short-and long-term memory processes used for maintaining the internal models. (This is missing in the vision science literature where simple control rules are sought that specify actions on the basis of optical variables such as looming, or features of optic flow such as the location of the focus of expansion). We hope we have been able to make a case that this is a promising direction for modeling efforts, with the potential to bring together the engineering, psychological and neuroscience perspectives on driving.
Conclusions and Future Directions
We have outlined three steps that we believe will turn out to be instrumental in taking forward visual steering models from the current "two-level" framework ( Figure 2B and Figure 3 ):
1. Treat the coordination of gaze and steering as the core control problem, 2. Add (or bring back rather) a third trajectory planning level, and 3. Assume model-based predictive control at all levels (forward and inverse models coupled via efference copybut also via the effect steering and eye movements have on sensory feedback).
In Figure 5C , we have indicated how these three expansions could be naturally seen to extend the control theoretical framework, allowing vision science to simultaneously incorporate persuasive accounts of intermittency in visual sampling and control, allowing more powerful and complete accounts of driver behavior.
Figure 5B outlines in more detail the connections to existing literature in terms of cognitive task analysis of driving and the likely neural basis of those processes (from Figure 4) .
Although we have discussed the problem of visual control of locomotion in the concrete and well-understood case of driving, nothing about the general ideas depends on special aspects of the domain, and therefore have wider relevance to other, less well understood forms of visually guided locomotion. Presented here is a modeling architecture which would support a unified model of driving, by potentially assimilating current state of the art in vision science, engineering and movement neuroscience, and inform future experimental designs.
Although "Driving a car" in itself is a behavior of only limited scientific interest (beyond applied science), the task is an excellent example of coordinating multiple fundamental mechanisms (e.g., visual search, object tracking, saccade planning, motor control). One of the unique advantages of the driving domain is that these processes can be examined in highly controlled laboratory experiments or in uncontrolled natural ("on-road") environments-and simulators of almost continuously varying degrees of fidelity and complexity in between. This capacity offers vision science the ability to both isolate specific processes and map those processes through to how they are coordinated/interact with one another while executing in situ behaviors.
Naturalistic tasks-including such as real-world driving or complex virtual reality scenarios-can reveal ecologically valid visual strategies. Their downside is that due to complex stimuli, manydegrees-of-freedom behaviors, and no direct experimental manipulation, interpreting the data in terms of causal dependencies and underlying mechanisms is limited. In restricted laboratory tasks, however, the parameters of stimuli and degrees of freedom allowed in the behavioral response can be controlled. The downside is that imposing such limitations can affect the participants' perceptual and cognitive strategies. Thus, although performance on such (simple) tasks can be more readily rigorously modeled, how This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
well such (simple) models can handle (complex) real-world settings remains unresolved unless correspondence between the strategies in laboratory/simulator and ecological settings can be established.
In developing the conceptual model in the Precognitive Control: A Modern Approach section, our purpose is to indicate how research from vision science and engineering research on steering performance, naturalistic eye tracking and brain imaging on driving all do fit together into a coherent picture. Significantly, we made it a strict rule that whenever we invoke some complex process all component processes must have been modeled, behaviorally investigated, and their neurobiological underpinnings studied in cognitive or computational neuroscience. So you might say we are waving hands to some extent-but we are not waving them in thin air! Instead, we identify where there are conceptual gaps in the current state-of-the-art modeling paradigms in perceptual psychology and vehicle system dynamics engineering, which could be filled by exploiting cutting-edge work already being done in modeling multisensory perception, eye-hand motor control and navigational wayfinding in neuroscience.
Driving represents one of the few dynamic real-world tasks where a unified and complete model of task performance may indeed be possible in the near future.
9 Such a unified model of any natural task-and driving is a better candidate than most as it is already understood at quite a high level of sophistication and detail-would go a long way to achieving Newell's aim of unified theories of cognition, or, as he put it: "a sufficient theory of a genuine slab of human behavior" (Newell, 1973, p. 303) . We hope this paper will stimulate engineers, psychologists, neuroscientists and computer scientists to collaborate to develop such a theory. 9 Complete in the sense that the model should (a) perform at or near human level in a variety of scenarios that is representative of the variety of tasks contexts people actually face in the real world, (b) reproduce not only individual performance measures (such as reaction times or steering error) but predict other measures indicative of the strategy humans actually use in the wild (e.g., eye movement patterns, brain activity), and (c) capture performance and strategies at different levels of skill from novice to expert.
